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Web designing is the process of designing any website including the information and user frame
design. It is the complete creation of a website from start to end. Web Designing is a method of
Conceptualization, representation, scheduling and finishing of website content through World Wide
Web or Intranet that comes in form of HTML language. Web designing is not only about creating
designs, it also act like a sales and marketing means that needs to perceptive and effective for
visitors. The main target of Web designing is to create a website that exists on intranet and present
prominent features to users. These features including text, bitmap images (GIFs, JPEGs, and
PNGs), and forms can be placed on the page using HTML/XHTML/XML tags. Websites which are
designed and created with HTML are doing well, because they are well matched to World Wide
Web.

The two important factors which affect website representation are: Color and Layout

Color: This feature reflects a Good or Bad impression of your website on any customer. When using
color on a website, donâ€™t use more than 3 colors and be sure that the colors you use are associated
in some way. A color wheel helps you to choose color combinations for your web site. It generally
displays only basic colors, but we can use this to enlighten color associations. Colors that work fine
together create color harmony, which provides a good look to your website.

Layout: One of the simplest ways to design a website is by using single row tables. This helps in
putting multiple columns on a web page. These multiple columns contain images, paragraphs, and
Navigation tools. The single row table method does raise the quantity of code on your web pages

You should be very conscious about the website address. Your website address should be unique
so that web servers can find it.

Web Designing has many parts. As far as web sites are concerned, they mainly consists these
things:

â€¢	The visibility of your website on the Internet.

â€¢	From public point of view, how many information your website have.

â€¢	How your website pages are appearing on internet.

A Webmaster creates and administers the information content of a Web site. It also administers the
computer server and technical programming characteristics of a Web site. All these things vary from
company to company. In a small scale company, a Webmaster does everything but in a bigger
company, a Webmaster tends to be someone who only does programming. On the World Wide
Web, website pages appear in Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). Usually, it contains text and
disclaimers about where images or other files are to be put up.

Above mentioned key features are vital in website designing. It is a constantly changing field that is
committed to your companyâ€™s success and your business growth.
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